Tyler (2007) is a very engaging child with a friendly personality. He likes being around animals and is quite the outdoorsman. So a visit to The Gentle Barn (a safe haven for animals) in Santa Clarita, CA was the perfect fit and a safe place for Tyler to tell his story about his quest for an adoptive family.

Between visits with various animals, Tyler shared with us his varied interests ranging from playing baseball, to swimming, to building things and to cooking. His long term goal is to either serve in the U.S. Army, or become a professional baseball player. A clear Dodger fan he is!

Tyler is bright, articulate and quite chatty as we found him able to verbalize his feelings and his thoughts clearly. Tyler is learning to take care of himself through more physical activity and making healthier meal choices. He does well in school and is taking advantage of school programs to strengthen and enhance the attainment of his educational goals.

Relationships are important to Tyler and he hopes that the forever family that steps forward for him will understand and allow him to maintain connections with his siblings. If you’re the type of family that likes being active and outdoors, tune in to Wednesday’s Child and then call to learn more about adoption at 1-866-921-ADOPT (2367).